EXPI-VIEW FEATURES

• Sturdy, Durable, Thermally-Broken Aluminum Frame
• 2 7/16" Frame Depth
• NFRC Certified Product
• Fixed or Horizontal-Slider Offering
• Minimal Breaks or Joints in the Overall Construction
• Cleaner Lines for a More Complete, Finished Seal and Appearance
• Installs Quickly Using a Classic "Brickmould" Trim
• Smooth Gliding Operation of Sliders
• Standard AAMA 2603 Painted Finish in White or Bronze. Multiple Painted-to-Finish Options and Anodize Finish Options Available
• 1" Overall Glass Thickness for Fixed Windows
• 5/8" Overall Glass Thickness for Horizontal-Slider Windows
• Glass Air Space Filled with Argon Gas for Superior Insulating Factor (Optional)
• All Window Units Available as Pre-Hung in Metal Building C-Channel Sub-Frame System for Quick and Easy Installation